Introduction
This lecture is addressed to all structural engineers,
committed to sustainable design and construction,
who wish to incorporate principles of Disaster Risk
Reduction (DRR) in their daily practice.
It is also addressed to those who are committed to
change through DRR for a better world through
reduction of poverty and increased community
resilience, safety and sustainability.

Disaster Risk Reduction
and
the Structural Engineer
Paul Grundy
paul.grundy@monash.edu
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The Cost

The global picture

Deaths during disasters, listed by cause, 1990-1999
Cause of death
Political violence
Slow-onset disaster
[drought, famine]
Rapid-onset disaster
Epidemics
Road, rail, air and industrial
accidents
TOTAL

1. The cost of natural disasters
2. Where people are dying in
natural disasters
3. Natural disaster scenarios
4. Exacerbating factors

Numbers killed Percentage
(millions)
of deaths
270.7
62.4

70.0
10.7
50.7

16.1
2.3
11.6

32.0
434.1

7.6
100

Source: CRED at www.cred.be/
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Mortality from natural disasters high in the 3rd world
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Total economic loss from natural disasters high in affluent countries
High resilience, rapid recovery in affluent countries

Low resilience ± can set back development 10+ years

Total economic loss

Mortality
Center for International Earth Science Information Network, (CEISIN), Columbia University, 2005

Center for International Earth Science Information Network, (CEISIN), Columbia University, 2005
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CRED 2010/01/28

Worst disasters, 2000-2009

Centre for Research on Epidemiology of Disasters
Data found at EM-DAT

In the past decade, nearly 60 per cent of the people
killed by disasters died because of earthquakes.
³(DUWKTXDNHVDUHWKHGHDGOLHVWQDWXUDOKD]DUGRIWKHSDVW
ten years and remain a serious threat for millions of
people worldwide as eight out of the ten most populous
cities in the world are on earthquake fault-OLQHV´
0DUJDUHWD:DKOVWU|P816SHFLDO5HSUHVHQWDWLYHRIWKH
Secretary- General for Disaster Risk Reduction

3,852 disasters killed more than 780,000 people over
the past ten years, affected more than two billion others
and cost a minimum of 960 billion US$.








Indian Ocean tsunami (2004) ʹ 226,408 dead
Cyclone Nargis, Myanmar (2008) ʹ 138,366 dead
Wenchuan Earthquake, China (2008) ʹ 87,476 dead
Pakistan Earthquake (2005) ʹ 73,338 dead
Heat waves, Europe (2003) ʹ 72,210 dead
2 billion people affected, 44% by floods, 30% by
droughts, 4% by earthquakes
(Haiti Earthquake, 220,000+ dead, is in the next decade)
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Loss trends

Omachi and Le-Huu,

Regional consultation workshop on early warning systems on Disaster Mitigation, Bandung, 26-28 May 2003

100,000,000

1,000,000

Live stock lost

100,000

Dead & Missing

10,000

Indicators
 Lives lost an indicator of community
preparedness. Need to compare losses with
population growth.
 Houses damaged an indicator of structural
robustness and exposure.
 Farmland damage an indicator of loss of
livelihood.

Houses Damaged
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Loss trends

Omachi and Le-Huu

The secret of success in Japan

1,000,000

 Loss of life fell 95% in 35 years
 1% GDP p.a. spent on disaster reduction,
achieving 6% p.a. compound DRR
 Expenditure on emergency response planning,
increasing resilience and structural robustness
 [Stern Review recommends spending 2% of
GDP on mitigation of climate change effects to
avoid 5% reduction in GDP]

Houses Damaged
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10,000

1,000
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Natural disaster scenarios

Exacerbating factors

High annual deaths
Earthquakes
Tropical cyclones ʹ storm surge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Droughts
Floods, king tides
Wind storms
Tsunamis
Landslides, avalanches
Volcanic eruptions
Wildfires
Heat waves, winter storms

Low annual deaths

Climate change
Inappropriate coastal development
Deforestation
Inappropriate river plain development
Poverty

All except drought, heat and cold have sudden impact.
All except earthquakes and landslides are amenable to early warning.
The order would be different for asset loss.
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Increased vulnerability to natural hazards
in 2100 ʹ CO2 = 550 ppm, +1.5°C

Climate change







Increased wind
Increased floods
Increased drought
Increased inundation from the sea
Increased heatwaves
The biggest single disaster factor of
the future
Climate Change Vulnerability
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Inappropriate coastal development

Increased vulnerability to natural hazards
in 2100 ʹ CO2 = 550 ppm, +5.5°C

Extraction of groundwater, river training
Deforestation
Mangrove and reef removal
Inappropriate land use

Lead to
Sinking shorelines & coasts
Pollution, more runoff and scour
Higher wind, wave and flood loadings
www.undp.org/bcpr

Consider planning or relocation
before developing a structure on
a hazardous site

Climate Change Vulnerability
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Deforestation

Inappropriate river plain development
 Developing countries rely on rich alluvial floodplains
for food and the livelihood of millions
 Structural engineers should be wary of constructing
levee banks to reduce the frequency of flooding
 This encourages urban development in the flood plain
 The 100-year flood will have major disastrous
consequences when the levees are overtopped
 Better to raise dwellings and locally protect
infrastructure from flood
 Poverty is an impediment to building community
resilience

 Increases runoff and floods and the need for
protection of dwellings and infrastructure
 Increases risk of landslides and avalanches
 Exacerbates hydrometeorological effects of
climate change ʹ more intense storms
 Reduces availability of wood, one of the best
materials for seismic resistance of structures
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Poverty
͞>ŝŬĞƐůĂǀĞƌǇĂŶĚĂƉĂƌƚŚĞŝĚ͕ƉŽǀĞƌƚǇ
is not natural. It is man-made, and
ŝƚĐĂŶďĞŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞ͘͟

Nelson Mandela
4th February 2005

5¶
6¶

Poor communities do not have the resources for future
disaster mitigation when present needs are so great.
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Intermission

Risk
Click anywhere to continue to Risks and Hazards
Or click here to return to the main menu

1. Definition
2. Voluntary vs. involuntary risk
3. Acceptable risk
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Definitions of risk
1. Sociological risk in terms of human vulnerability*
HxVʹC=R
Hazard x Vulnerability ʹ Capacity = Risk
Risk = social breakdown: loss of hope & meaningfulness in life
*Cecilia L W Chan et al (HKU), IDRC, Chengdu, 15/07/09

What is acceptable risk
for disasters?

2. Engineering Risk = Hazard ʹ vulnerability
= Hazard ʹ (exposure x fragility)
3. Structural risk ʹ probabilistic view
[Load effect ʹ Load capacity > 0] = failure
P[Load effect ʹ Load capacity] > 0] = Pfailure

4. Disaster: realisation of risk or failure
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Acceptable Risk

R V Whitman 1984

Recent natural disasters

J. Geotechnical Engineering, 110, 2, 145ʹ188

10-1

Whitman
bounds -2
10

Unacceptable

ANCOLD
unacceptable
zone
ŚŝůĞ͚10

ƵƐŚĨŝƌĞƐsŝĐƚŽƌŝĂ͚09
Ɛ
ŝĂ ͚09
T.C. Nargis

-3

Annual
probability
of
loss

Involuntary
risk
Acceptable

Annual 10
probability
10-4
of
loss

Wenchuan
Wench
c
5-12
-

Indian Ocean
ƚƐƵŶĂŵŝ͚04
,Ăŝƚŝ͚10

Dams

ANCOLD existing design
desig

10-5
10-6

10-7
No. lives lost 1
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ALARP zone

ANCOLD
acceptable
zone
o
10

ANCOLD new design
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103

104

105

Note:
Involuntary
risk

106

ANCOLD = Australian National Committee on Large Dams - Guidelines
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Target for change
10-1
10-2
-3

Annual 10
probability
10-4
of
loss

Unacceptable zone

͞/ would feel more optimistic about a bright
future for man if he spent less time trying to
prove that he can outwit Nature and more
time tasting her sweetness and respecting
her seniority.͟
E.B. White

Where
Where
we
we want
are
to go

10-5

ALARP zone
10-6

Acceptable zone
10-7
No. lives lost 1
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How to reduce risk?






Hazard Mapping
Hazard identification

Identify (and quantify) all hazards
Adopt more stringent design criteria
Use a Disaster Limit State (DLS) approach
Improve preparedness
Improve emergency response

We must consider all potential hazards

Quantifying the hazards
Intensity versus annual probability of exceedence
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Geoposition (GPS)

Hazard Identification

Defines
A function of












Geoposition (GPS)
Local topography
Local terrain above ground
Local terrain - geotechnical
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reference wind speed
maximum short term precipitation/snow/hail
flood potential
seismology, reference peak ground acceleration
potential of impact from volcanoes
wildfire potential
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Local topography









Local Terrain above Ground

Affects

(vegetation, rocks, buildings = roughness)

wind speed
water depth (flood, storm surge, tsunami)
water flow velocity and retention/drainage
landslide from earthquake or extreme rainfall
wildfire potential
scour potential
exposure to volcanic emissions
feasible means of evacuation and refuge

Affects







wind speed
water flow velocity and retention/drainage
potential for water borne debris
scour potential
wildfire potential
ease of evacuation in an emergency
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Coastal hazards by geoposition - example

Local Terrain - Geotechnical
(lithography, soil types & profiles)

Affects





landslide potential
seismic amplification
soil liquefaction
scour potential

TC Zone

Indian Ocean
only.
River floods,
volcanoes
and
consequent
landslides
excluded

TC Zone

Wind & Storm surge
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GSHAP ʹ Global Seismic Hazard Assessment Program

Quantifying the hazards

Can be found at GFZ - GSHAP data download

Structural engineers must know risk.
Structural engineers require hazard
maps which quantify the amplitude of
the hazard, e.g., peak ground
acceleration, inundation depth, peak
wind gust, in terms of annual
probability of exceedence.
Hazard maps result from a combination
of physical modelling and historical
records.
A brief review of sources of data
follows.
UN-ISDR publication on 10th
anniversary of the Kobe Earthquake

Grid: 0.1° ůĂƚŝƚƵĚĞǆůŽŶŐŝƚƵĚĞ;у11 x 11 km)
pga (peak ground acceleration):
10% probability of exceedence in 50 years
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Application of GSHAP
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Example of Wenchuan 512 Earthquake

Significantly
affected area
Does not include local amplification due to site conditions, e.g., soft soil

 Equivalent to annual probability of exceedence 1 in 475
 Most seismic building codes define pga consistent with GSHAP
 In most major earthquakes the design pga is exceeded locally by a
large margin
 Hence the need for robustness in design
 Hence the need for a pga map with annual probability of
exceedence 1 in 5000, say (for buildings and infrastructure in high
survival categories)
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From GSHAP
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Ground Motions

Ground Motions

Major fault

Chengdu

Design
intensity VII
10-15% g

15 mm/yr

Design
intensity
VI ʹ 5% g
40% g
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Wind

Example of seismic hazard mapping
Microzonation map, Muzaffarabad, Pakistan

Sources

POTENTAIL HAZARD

HAZARD
ZONE
AREA %

PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES FOR MASTER PLANNING

L
M






POTENTAIL HAZARD HEADINGS
Ground Shaking
Steep Slopes
Landslides
Actual Surface Rupturing
Potential Surface Rupturing
Liquefaction & Flooding

H

HH-1

HH-2

Tornadoes ʹ narrow track, over land
Tropical cyclones ʹ broad track , over sea
Extra-tropical cyclones ʹ broad track, over sea
Thunderstorms ʹ local track, over land
Area at risk a factor in acceptable risk

HH-3

Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Authority
Government of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
http://www.erra.pk/maps/muzaffarabad_seismic_map.asp
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Wind
Design
 Wind speed of 3 second gust @ 10m in level
open terrain
 Typically for a 10% probability of exceedence
in 50 years
 Available for user-defined annual probability
of exceedence in some building codes
(important for DRR)
Source: Wikipedia
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Storm surge
 Specific to site (bathymetry, coast topography)
and track of TC
Shallow waters such as the Bay of Bengal generate the
worst storm surges

Setup in metres

 Requires numerical and statistical modelling with
reference to historical records
 Many countries have hazard maps, some well
supported by analysis and modelling, e.g., India,
Japan, USA

Combined surge, tide and waved setup, Orissa State, 50 year return period
Source: A D Rao, Centre for Atmospheric Sciences, IIT, New Delhi
Presented at IABSE Symposium, New Delhi, 2005/02/25
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Development of landslide hazard map

Landslides and Avalanches

Sources of data

 Like storm surges, these are site specific
 Triggered by

 GSHAP GFZ - GSHAP
 Global lithology map

Inappropriate human activity (e.g., earthworks)
Earthquakes
Heavy rain
Sonic shock (avalanches)

Geological map of the world (UNESCO, 2000)

 Global elevation dataset www.isciences.com
 Global soil moisture content map
University of Delaware Global Moisture Indices Archive

 Exacerbated by

 Monthly precipitation time series, 1986-2003

Deforestation
Defective slope stabilization systems

Global Precipitation Climatology Centre, http://gpcc.dwd.de
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Floods and Tsunamis

Causes of tsunamis
1. Subsea earthquakes of large magnitude, particularly at
tectonic plate boundaries with upthrusting faults

 Degree of inundation from floods and tsunamis relies
very much on historical records.
 There is much uncertainty in probabilistic modelling
of major tsunamis.
 Tsunami impacts are predictable once detected by an
array of sensors.
 Hydrologic probabilistic modelling of extreme river
plain floods is well developed.
 Modelling of flash floods has similar problems to
tsunamis with regard to uncertainty of prediction.

±

Indian Ocean Tsunami 2004/12/26, runup Hmax у30m

2. Subsea volcanic eruption
±

Krakatoa 1883/08/27; pyroclastic flows entered the sea, runup
Hmax у46m

3. Landslides into the sea
±

Lutiya Bay, Alaska, 1958/07/09, Hmax у524m

4. Sub-marine landslide
±
±
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8150 years ago Storegga North Sea 3500 km3 slide, at Shetland
Islands Hmax у20m
Aitape, Papua New Guinea, 1998/07/17, perhaps triggered by
earthquake aftershock, Hmax у15m
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Data on all natural hazards has been compiled
Data sources:
± Tropical cyclones: UNEP/GRID Europe;
± Floods: UNEP/GRID -Europe + observed from Dartmouth Flood
Observatory and frequency from Flood
± PREVIEW UNEP/GRID -Europe;
± Droughts: IRI , Columbia University
± Landslides: Norwegian Geotechnical Institute NGI;
± Earthquakes: GSHAP transformed into MMI by IRI, Columbia University;
± Tsunami: compiled from various sources by the Norwegian
Geotechnical Institute NGI;
± Cartography: P. Peduzzi, UNEP/GRID -Europe, 2009.

Hazard
Map
Asia

Weather
related

Report source:
± Global assessment report on disaster risk reduction (2009) - Global Assessment
Report - Hyogo Framework for Action - Hyogo Framework - PreventionWeb.net
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ISDR (2009) Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction. United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland

From hazard to mortality risk
Hazard
Map
Asia

Engineers need the hazard maps of the previous slides ,
preferably on a GIS data base, to design and retrofit for
disaster risk reduction (DRR)
For advocacy for global action the hazard map must be
transformed into a mortality risk map
Mortality risk = hazard*footprint *exposure *vulnerability

Tectonic
related

Hazard = integrated intensity*annual probability
Footprint = area affected
Exposure = number at risk (population density)
Vulnerability = combination of physical and social fragilities
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ISDR (2009) Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction. United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland
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Mortality Risk from Tropical Cyclones - Asia

Mortality risk from earthquakes - Asia

10 km x 10 km grid
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ISDR (2009) Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction. United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland

͙ superimposed
on topology,
lithology,
ǀĞŐĞƚĂƚŝŽŶ͙
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ISDR (2009) Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction. United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland

Intermission

If only we had a global
hazard map of
intensity versus
annual probability for
ĂůůŚĂǌĂƌĚƐ͙

Click anywhere to continue to Case Studies
Or click here to return to the main menu

͙ŽŶĂ'W^ŐƌŝĚ
0.001° x 0.001°
(111m x 111m)

This can be done ± now!
Smoking is bad for your health ± EXWWKLQNLQJLVQ¶W
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Tsunamis

Case Studies
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Tsunami early warning
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Simulation issued within an hour

 Essential for implementing emergency response
 Strong ground motion the first indication
± duration > 15 seconds, felt intensity irrelevant

 USGS, ADPC and others can predict arrival time
 Requires prior simulations to predict impact
 Less reliable for tsunamis generated by subsea
landslides (earthquakes account for 93% of tsunamis)
 Ineffective without community education and
tsunami drill
 Effectiveness diminished by false alarms

Magnitude 7.7 MW
22 aftershocks 4.6-6.1 MW
Depth 49 km?
240 km from south Java coast
225 km from Christmas Island
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Debris a significant hazard

Impact of tsunamis
 People are killed by flows exceeding 50 cm depth
 Water borne missiles (boats, cars, logs) are as much a
hazard as inundation
 Evacuation routes to high ground
or upper storeys imperative
 Structures can be designed
3h
h
to withstand water pressure
 Japanese design proposal ʹ
apply hydrostatic pressure over height three time
tsunami depth at site
69

Debris a significant hazard
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Waterfront, Galle, Sri Lanka

Debris a significant post
disaster recovery problem ʹ
disposal, recycling and health
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Conventional buildings are able to withstand water
pressure and the impact of buses and cars
If the city were aware of tsunamis the upper storeys could
have been designated tsunami refuges, saving lives
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Scour

South Java 2006/07/17
A boat riding the
tsunami struck the
corner RC column,
causing its failure.
The building was
robust enough to
remain standing

Scour up to 6m beside sealed road
1 km from coast (Aceh)

Scour can be more severe as
tsunami retreats (Sri Lanka)

Indian recommendation for
scour resistant foundation
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Reduction of exposure
Mangroves are a
most effective
͚ƚƐƵŶĂŵŝĨŽƌĞƐƚ͛ĨŽƌ
reduction of runup,
storm waves,
velocity and scour.

Tropical Cyclones ʹ Wind

Effectively reduce
exposure for a given
intensity of hazard.
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TC Tracey, Darwin, Australia, 1974/12/25
In some districts 98% of
housing destroyed.
The wind stripped the
vegetation changing the
terrain category for wind load.
Crucial to design against
racking force & projectile
penetration, to fasten every
rib of roofing & to tie the roof
down to footings.
Warnings ignored (there had
been false alarms).

Tropical Cyclones ʹ Storm Surge
TC Nargis, Category 4-5, Myanmar, 2008/05/02
At least 138,000 killed
Many deaths due to storm surge up to 4m
(Storm surge = additional height above astronomical tide level)
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TC Bhola






East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) 1970/11/12
Occurred outside the normal cyclonic season
Category 3, peak sustained wind V 185 km/hr
300,000-500,000 killed
The worst modern
disaster due to TC
Water depth above ground (feet)

track

Water height above normal high tide
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Super cyclone Sidr 2007/11/11-16

TC Sidr at the coast of Bangladesh

 Category 4-5, peak sustained wind velocity
215 km/hr, gusts 260 km/hr
 ~10,000 fatalities, more due to wind than
storm surge
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TC Sidr Surge Model
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Why fewer deaths from
TC Sidr compared with TC Bhola?
 Early warning system developed ʹ fax and radio ʹ
especially after TC 1991/04/28-29, with 138,000+
fatalities
 Wind & storm surge refuges in place (capacity
500,000 in a regional population of 10 million)
 Mass evacuations initiated
 Culture of evacuation and refuge developed

Source: NOAA / H. Mashriqui
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A cyclone refuge at Royenda

Royenda elementary school and refuge
Capacity 500 as
refuge
5000 sought
refuge
A structure
which must
survive the
event intact

~50 km from
river mouth
Storm passed
through
1900 ʹ 2230 hrs
Storm surge
attacked from
2300 hrs

Source: Kazutoshi KAN,
World Engineers Convention,
Braslia, Brazil, 2008/12/2-6

Source: Kazutoshi KAN,
World Engineers Convention,
Braslia, Brazil, 2008/12/2-6
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,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͙
 Typical cyclone shelters
have L-shape floor plan
and RC frame with soft
storey.
 These features have
poor seismic resilience.
 Lesson: consider all
hazards in design.
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Extra-tropical cyclones
also cause storm surges
A storm surge of 2-3m in the southern
North Sea 1953/02/01 killed ~2300 in the
UK and the Netherlands
Hence defences such as the Thames Barrier

Cyclone shelter at Dineshpur

Courtesy Prof Tahmeed Al-Hussaini, BUET

Earthquake damage
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Beichuan panorama
Landslides generated by the Wenchuan Earthquake, 2008/12/05

Earthquakes and Landslides
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Next slide
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Structures can survive the worst earthquakes

Beichuan

In Beichuan, the school
built in 1998 collapsed
in seconds.

ZĞůĞĂƐĞŽĨ͚ƋƵĂŬĞůĂŬĞ͛
upstream causes 4m
silting of river frontages

Landslide buries school

The accommodation
block built in 2005
survived almost
undamaged.
Located away from
landslide risk
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Photos courtesy Prof Wang Qing-Yuan
Sichuan University
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Structures can survive the worst earthquakes

Common Causes of Seismic Fragility

Bailu School Buildings, Sichuan

Intact

Damaged

1. ͚^ƚƌŽŶŐďĞĂŵʹ ǁĞĂŬĐŽůƵŵŶ͛ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚŽĨ
͚ǁĞĂŬďĞĂŵʹ ƐƚƌŽŶŐĐŽůƵŵŶ͛
2. Soft storey

Masonry
building

30m

3. Short columns attracting shear
4. L- and T-shaped floor plans instead of rectangular

5. Pounding of adjacent buildings

Vertical displacement
is about 2m

6. Staircases not integrated into seismic resistance

Intensity 10~11

Photo courtesy Prof Bixiong Li, Sichuan University
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Soft storey

Short columns attracting shear
ᕤ
ᓽ
ᔴ

ᕤᓽ
ᖅ

᷵
ᔴ

Sway stiffness v 1/L3
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Masonry confined by steel ʹ
an Example of Ductility

Performance of staircases

School building in Hanwang

The staircase collapsed during the earthquake. Many students
lost their lives in the stairwell, while the main structure stood.
Staircases were designed for gravity loads only, not seismic forces.

100m from fault at Hanwang
Building stands while others
around collapse
Masonry columns reinforced
with tied corner steel angles
make the structure ductile
Brittle structures can be made ductile
and earthquake resistant!

Photos courtesy Prof Bixiong Li, Sichuan University
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A comparison of three earthquakes
Reference
Magnitude, MW
No. killed/missing (estimate)
No. left homeless
% national population killed/missing
Cost of recovery (US$)

China 2008

Haiti 2010 Chile 2010

7.9

7.0

8.8

70
70,000
000//17
17,000
000
70,000/17,000

230
230,000
000/?
/?
230,000/?

557/?
557/?

5 million

1 million

2 million

0.06 / 0.015 %

2.6% / ?

0.03% / ?

$250 billion

$1.7-6 bn

$15-30 bn

3
%
3%

15-50
15
50%
50
%
15-50%

6
-12
12%
12
%
6-12%

$
6,000
$6,000

$
1,300
$1,300

$
14,,500
14
$14,500
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168

25

Construction to EQ standard, pre 2000

Poor

Poor

Good

Construction to EQ standard, post 2000

Good

Poor

Good

% national GDP
Estimated per capita GDP (US$) (PPP)
Rank on Corruption Perception Index (1-180)

Energy of Chile Earthquake 500 times that of Haiti Earthquake
60% Chile buildings carry earthquake insurance (California 50%)
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What the Haiti Earthquake reveals (again)
Lower seismicity in a region often correlates with higher
vulnerability (even in affluent countries)
Expert seismic resistant structural designs will be
ineffective in poor countries without grass roots
retraining of masons and craftspersons in seismic
resistant construction methods
ʹ with the aid of guides to affordable construction which
is culturally compatible & couched in simple language
e.g., Construcción y Mantenimiento de Viviendas de Albañilería
(Construction and Maintenance of Masonry Houses ʹ for masons & craftsmen)
Cartilla_Albanileria_v03.pdf , constructionenglish.pdf
Produced by Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, SENCICO & EERI
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Construction Guides & Training

Intermission

 Essential when vulnerable
structures and dwellings
are endemic
 Best produced and
implemented by regional
universities, structural
engineers and
government ʹ in touch
with the community

Click anywhere to continue to Modelling & Design
Or click here to return to the main menu

Pages from a guide to earthquake resistant
construction of houses, produced by the
University of Gadjah Mada & others after
the Yogyakarta Earthquake in 2006
(Traditional masonry encased in RC frame)
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Example ʹ Modeling coastal disaster impact
Source
event

Hazard intensity
Exposure
Vulnerability
Consequent impact

Earthquake
Landslide
Volcano
Tropical
Cyclone

Sea
Originating
event

Magnitude
103

Ground motion
Volcanic
emissions
Onshore landslide

Wind
Water
Tsunami
Storm surge
Waves

Shoreline

Modelling disaster impact
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Shoreline
Crossing
Height
Velocity
Volume
Period

Bathymetry
Bed
Roughness
Diffraction
Offshore
transfer
function

Terrain
Topography
Forests,
Levees, etc
Overland
H, V
$FFHO¶Q
Soil

Land
Event
effect

Intensity

Location
Elevation
Orientation

Structure
or
Facility

Structure type,
Materials
Scour protection

Limit State
Return period
50, 500, 5000
years

Outcome
Acceptable?

Importance:
Must survive
intact
Must stand or
Write off

Onshore transfer
function

Structure or
facility

Load/Action

Resistance

104

Action

Limit State
Performance
'HPDQG"

Components of Disaster Risk Reduction
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reduction of exposure
Spatial planning
Increased robustness (reduction of fragility)
Development of mitigation strategies
Emergency response planning
Community education and engagement

The engineering side of DRR
 Risk = Hazard ʹ vulnerability
= Hazard ʹ (exposure x fragility)
 Can modify the exposure through relocation of
facility, screening (e.g. trees) or urban planning
 Can reduce the fragility or increase the robustness
by choice of building layout, choice of structural
material, improved structural joints and fasteners,
scour protection, etc.
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Reducing vulnerability may not be enough
Adopt more stringent design criteria
Adopt a higher design load or more severe event with
a lower annual probability of exceedence, e.g, 1 in
5000 rather than 1 in 500, the latter being the typical
criterion for Ultimate Limit State Design (ULS) of
structures against collapse.
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The Limit States for Structural Design
Load
(amplification)
factor

Load effect with
annual probability
of exceedence

Acceptable if ȜS ± ĭR < 0
Capacity
(reduction)
factor

Use a Disaster Limit State (DLS) approach
When more stringent engineering criteria do not
achieve sufficient risk reduction move to a Disaster
Limit State.

Lower confidence
limit of Capacity
(e.g. 95%)

1RWHWKHDQQXDOSUREDELOLW\RIµIDLOXUH¶LVVLJQLILFDQWO\OHVV
than the annual probability of exceedence of the load effect
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Serviceability Limit State

Ultimate Limit State

For extreme events with an annual probability of
exceedence less than I in 50 years*
± No deaths
± No injuries
± Structure undamaged and functioning properly

For extreme events with an annual probability
of exceedence less than I in 500 years
± No deaths
± Minimal injuries
± Structure may be damaged but still standing

*or a return period of 50 years
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Disaster Limit State

Disaster Limit State

 Applies when whole habitat is at risk, not just
individual structures.
 Uses target risk lower than what is acceptable for
Ultimate Limit State
 Not normally considered by structural engineers.
 Requires non structural strategies
±
±
±
±
±

 For extreme events with annual probability of
exceedence less than I in 5000 (say)
 AND contingency plan in the event of failure or
loss to
±
±
±
±
±

Relocation, reduction of exposure
Early warning systems, refuges
OH&S practices
Emergency response planning and drill
͞ZŽďƵƐƚŶĞƐƐ͟ŝŶdesign and protection of lives
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Save as many lives as possible
Minimize injuries
Preserve livelihoods
Minimize asset loss
Maximize rate of community recovery
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A note on amplitude vs annual probability
The amplitude (intensity) of the event with an annual
probability of being exceeded of one in 5000 is not a
simple multiple of the event with a probability of one
in 500.
It depends on many factors, especially the global
position in relation to degree of seismicity and
exposure to tropical cyclones .
Appropriate scaling factors must be developed with
the assistance of meteorologists and geoscientists.

Influence of hazard type on non
structural disaster limit state actions
 The appropriate actions depend upon the hazards
being addressed
 Most significant factor is early warning
± the timing and availability of early warning
± community capability to act on receiving the warning

 Two types of early warning
± conditions ripe for a hazard to be initiated
± a hazard actively propagating

 The time from warning to impact (if any) can vary
from seconds to days
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The challenge of earthquakes
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An inspiring story

 One of the most effective non structural actions is to keep all
heavy furniture and equipment secured against toppling or
sliding in an earthquake.
 Effective non structural DRR actions such as evacuation are
difficult with sometimes only seconds to collapse after an
earthquake strikes.
 Therefore the drill of DROP ʹ COVER ʹ HOLD ON must be well
rehearsed so that it can be activated at once.
± DROP to the floor
± Seek COVER under a sturdy table or desk
± HOLD ON to avoid being thrown about and injured

 Then evacuate the building when the ground motion permits it.
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I was privileged to meet Ye Zhiping, Principal
of Sangzhao Middle School, at IDRC Chengdu,
July 2009
Due to his persistence over a decade in
strengthening his school, replacing shoddy
construction, and practising emergency response and evacuation
every semester, not a single life of teacher or student was lost in
the Wenchuan Earthquake.
ůůĚƵĞƚŽDƌzĞ͛ƐǀŝƐŝŽŶĂŶĚƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶŽĨƌŝƐŬ
The amazing story can be found at
How Angel of Sichuan Saved School in Quake ʹ NYTimes or
Sangzhao Middle School - CCTV International
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Structural Design ʹ Step 1
Establish the survival category

Structural design for DRR

1. Highest - Structures and facilities which
should be fully functional after the event
2. High - Structures and facilities which should
have limited loss of life and injury with the
event
3. Standard - Lesser structures and facilities not
involving many lives

new construction &
post disaster reconstruction
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Survival category 1 - highest

Survival category 2 ʹ high

Structures and facilities which should be fully
functional after the event

Structures and facilities which should have
limited loss of life and injury with the event






hospitals,
emergency service centres,
essential services (power, sanitation)
communication links needed for search, rescue and
recovery (telecom towers, arterial routes and bridges),
 buildings designated emergency and post disaster
refuges
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 Public buildings, places of assembly, schools, dormitories
 Shopping centres, car parks
 Housing complexes, especially multistorey
Wherever there is the possibility of simultaneous collapse of
many buildings involving many lives the objective is that these
buildings , as a group, should remain standing, but not
necessarily functional, after an extreme event
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Survival category 3 ʹ standard

Design for survival ʹ category 1, highest

Less important structures and facilities
not involving many lives
 Isolated dwellings where occupants can relocate after
receiving warnings
 Buildings used for storage
 Light industrial and commercial buildings typically
single storey
These buildings can be designed using conventional Limit
State Design criteria of serviceability and ultimate strength
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Design for survival ʹ category 2, high

 Design for event with 1 in 5000 annual probability of
exceedence, including exacerbating effects of climate change
 Ensure the site is not at risk from landslides, poor
geotechnical conditions, volcanoes, wildfires, etc.
 Adopt robust and damage tolerant structural forms for
resisting earthquakes, wind and inundation
 Adopt mitigation strategies for reduction of exposure
 Include emergency power supply and emergency supplies
and redundant communication systems to maintain function
after disaster strikes
 Integrate emergency response plans to maintain functionality
for events worse than designed for
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Design for survival ʹ category 3, standard

 Design for event with 1 in 5000 annual probability, including
exacerbating effects of climate change
 Ensure the site is not at risk from landslides, avoidable poor
geotechnical conditions, volcanoes, wildfires, etc.
 Adopt robust structural and damage tolerant forms for resisting
earthquakes, wind and inundation
 Adopt mitigation strategies for reduction of exposure
 Integrate emergency response plans for events worse than
designed for, including evacuation from damaged sites
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 Design for event with 1 in 500 annual probability
 Be aware of risk from poor geotechnical conditions, landslides
and wildfires after adverse weather conditions, volcanoes,
etc.
 Adopt robust structural forms for resisting earthquakes, wind
and inundation
 Consider mitigation strategies for reduction of exposure
 Develop emergency response plans for periods of heightened
risk of flooding, wind storm, landslide, volcanic eruption,
wildfire, etc.
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Lateral load

Design for robustness
Cyclic
load
capacity

Strength
and

Ductility

Strength

Ductility

Research
programs must
address all
three aspects
Lateral deflection

and

Cyclic load capacity
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IABSE documents
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Successful design & construction
requires community engagement
A survey of recovery in Aceh from the Indian Ocean Tsunami,
2004/12/26, The Acehnese Gampong Three Years On, found

33% of donor housing was uninhabitable!
³«WKHIHZKRXVLQJSURMHFWVWKDWKDYHLQYROYHGKRPHRZQHUVLQ
the construction process have been completed more quickly,
with far fewer problems, than the majority of projects that took a
µWXUQNH\¶DSSURDFKWRKRXVLQJSURYLVLRQ´

Structural Engineering Documents available from IABSE
Introduction to Safety and Reliability of Structures IABSE
Design for Robustness IABSE

More and more recovery programs now give a central place to
community engagement.

See also e-learning lecture series by Em. Prof. Joerg Schneider
Structural and Construction Safety IABSE
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Benefits of retrofitting

Structural Design for DRR

$1 spent on retrofitting before disaster strikes
= $7 spent on rebuilding and recovery after disaster
strikes.
However, the area affected by recent disasters is
small compared with the large area unaffected.
The funding required for retrofitting exceeds
funding for post disaster recovery.
NGOs recognise the need to allocate funds for DRR.

Retrofitting
before disaster strikes
An essential part of DRR
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Essentials of retrofitting ʹ engineering

Essentials of retrofitting - societal

 Identification of structures and systems at risk

 Commitment of government to change
 Availability of funding
 Full community

± Depends upon importance
± Requires understanding of failure modes
± Requires research and professional training

± does its own retrofitting
± acquires the skills and does the training
± learns about DRR from kindergarten up

 Design of retrofitting systems
± Depends upon importance
± Requires understanding of failure modes
± Requires research and development
± Faithful to culture and tradition where possible

 Community resilience an essential
companion to engineering resilience
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Examples of retrofitting

Principal targets for retrofitting
Buildings and systems where
the post disaster importance has been
underestimated,
the hazard has not been recognised in design or
construction,
climate change has moved the goalposts,
the construction is shoddy,
the structure or system was built before relevant
modern standards existed,
the structure or system has deteriorated with age.

A Japanese report on Structural retrofit of schools is a useful
guide reporting actual seismic retrofitting.
It introduces Structural Seismic Performance Index, Is, for risk
assessment based on strength, ductility, structural balance
and age.
Equally important is Non Structural retrofit of schools .
To see the importance of non structural retrofitting visit
Earthquake Simulator #1
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Interim retrofitting
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The Morrison Shelter ʹ applied ductility

 Even a determined government and a committed community
can take a decade to retrofit hospitals, schools and critical
infrastructure in a developing country.
 Low cost short term measures are needed to mitigate disaster
before full retrofits are completed.
 An example would be student desks as shelters , designed to
provide a safe enclosure even if the school collapses. An early
example of appropriate design for ductility is the Morrison
Shelter, which saved thousands of lives during the London
Blitz in World War II.
 See the demonstration by its inventor Prof J F Baker ʹ later Baron Baker
of Windrush ʹ at Baker - Morrison Shelter demo
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Intermission

What structural engineers can do
 Raise national awareness of need for DRR through
integration of retrofitting with emergency
preparedness and management
 Increase competence in condition assessment of
structures and systems
 Devise low cost systems for retrofitting ʹ R & D
 Join in advocacy for DRR

Click anywhere to conclude with
Challenges for the Structural Engineer
Or click here to return to the main menu

There is a rôle for professional societies
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A summary of disaster risk reduction actions
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Basic challenges for the structural engineer

Site and planning
Identification of post disaster function; relocation on high ground; set back from coast
or exposure to landslides, designation of refuges and evacuation routes; upper floor
refuges; levees and breakwaters; protective vegetation; elevation of floor levels

Structural
Survival category; robust form and detail; choice of materials, structural system
system and construction method; ease of evacuation; building orientation w.r.t.
hazards; wall stabilisation; roof fastening and tie down; scour protection;
development of tools for rapid condition assessment; R & D of retrofits

 To be aware of natural hazards which might
engulf the building or facility being designed,
constructed and/or retrofitted
 To take into account the survival category in
targeting appropriate risk reduction
 To design for robustness - always

Community
Hazard identification workshops; emergency response planning and drill, including
dependents and disabled; designaton and signposting of refuges and evacuation
routes; training of professionals for increase resilience; signing early warning systems;
engagement in retrofits; school education in risk awareness and reduction
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For the structural engineer proactive in DRR
 Develop national competence in rapid condition assessment of damaged and undamaged structures and facilities
 Identify buildings and systems with high survival
categories in need of upgrading
 R & D appropriate design, construction and retrofit
technologies for implementation by the community
 Be advocates for disaster risk reduction
 Engage with governments, NGOs (/ŶƚĞƌŶĂƚŝŽŶĂů&ĞĚ͛ŶŽĨ
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) , RedR , etc.)
to incorporate DRR in development and disaster recovery

We can do this!
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IABSE E-Learning ʹ Lecture 07:
Disaster Risk Reduction & the Structural Engineer, by Prof. Paul Grundy
List of References related to Lecture 7 in IABSE Publications:
1. Paul Grundy. Disaster reduction on the coasts of the Indian Ocean. IABSE Conference, New
Delhi, Role of the Structural Engineer toward the Reduction of Poverty. 20-22 February,
2005. (Abstract only.)
2. Paul Grundy. Disaster reduction on the coasts of the Indian Ocean. Structural Engineering
International, Vol 15, 3/2005, 193-196. August 2005.
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/iabse/sei/2005/00000015/00000003/art00016

3. Paul Grundy. Disaster reduction on the coasts of the Indian Ocean. IABSE Symposium,
Structures and Extreme Events, Lisbon, 16-18 September, 2005, Paper LIS333, 6 Pp.
4. Paul Grundy. Structural Lessons from Wenchuan 5-12 for Disaster Risk Reduction. IABSE
Symposium, Sustainable Infrastructure, Bangkok, 9-11 September 2009
Note: Refer ƚŽ͞dd,DEd^͟ƐĞĐƚŝŽŶĨŽƌĂŝƉfile including the papers (guidelines on next slide)

That is all
paul.grundy@monash.edu
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³$77$&+0(176´LQFOXGH=LSfile of the References, and copies of the Handouts,
³$77$&+0(176´FDQEHIRXQGon top right corner of the presentation screen
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